
You were born inside a star

Guided visualisations 

 

 
Inside a Star the CD has nine songs, some of which are featured in the kids musical theatre show MY SUPER POWER followed by 8

meditations, guided visualisations and affirmation tracks.
The songs are focused around positive mental health and the guided visualisations and affirmations include themes to help kids

create familiar habits for emotional regulation.
 

1 Intro
 

2 Just Breathe (Tanja Dub Station remix)
There are two versions of this song, this is the Dub reggae version. This is a perfect song to play to dissolve anger or calm down

heightened emotions. ‘Just breathe’ teaches children the most powerful and valuable tool that we have available to us for emotional
regulation; deep belly breathing. 

 
3 Home is in Your Heart

This groovy rap track by Gary the Spider explains how he learnt through a challenging time that his real home is in his heart.
 

4 Big Pants
An energetic surf rock style track set to motivate and inspire. This song will encourage our kids to be confident, positive and ready

to face any of life’s challenges with courage. 
 

5 Ginger Shake It
When we have challenging emotions it’s been scientifically proven that shaking helps disperse stuck energy in our bodies. This
African style drumming track is a great way for kids and parents to shake like crazy together to clear the air, dissolving stuck

negative energy.
 

6 My Super Power
This funky disco track is fun and positive and features at the end of our theatre show. This song is about exploring what children are

good at and most importantly what they enjoy. 
 

7 Shining Star
This is a beautiful song with a really important message for our children. We can play or sing this to our children at bedtime
reminding them that they are loved and to love themselves and that all the answers are inside themselves, in their hearts 

 
8 That’s How We Glow

Featuring a harp, this dreamy relaxing song is about being in the flow of life and how flow helps us to grow. When we’re in flow
we’re positive and our hearts lead us through life. 

 
9 Just Breathe (original mix)

A simple ukulele version
 

Meditation track list
 

 A note for the guardians of our next generation.
Positive Affirmations to open the heart

 
1.

My Safe Place
Send a Bubble of Love

Blow Anger Away
Love What I Do and Do It Well

Open My Heart
Remember Who I am

Blow Anger Away (short version)
My Safe Place (Short Version)
Open My Heart (Short Version)

Deep Peaceful Sleep
 

 Peaceful Pond Atmosphere
 

This album partners perfectly with the My Superpower Musical Theatre Show and the Ginger the Frog Wellbeing Program that will be
available in October 2022.

 


